
Delicious Drinking Claret

Delicious Drinking Claret ~ in all shapes and sizes

Over the past year we have tasted a huge number of wines for our 10th Anniversary list – the usual frog kissing exercise 
which accompanies any new selection. Amongst these wines were some absolutely brilliant Clarets with insufficient 
stock for a year-long listing but far too good to risk losing, so we bought them anyway, giving ourselves the perfect 
excuse to offer them now, for delivery to you in time for Christmas.

Claret comes in many different styles, from light and crunchy (perfect slightly chilled to accompany charcuterie) to rich 
and velvety, with all stops in between. The selection here is mostly on the richer side of the gauge, more suited to these 
cooler months. All are ready to drink now but have the ability to age further, particularly those in the larger formats.

We have had particular fun hunting down some larger bottles as they are the perfect entertaining wine – a magnum, 
perhaps, for an intimate dinner or a double magnum for a dinner party when opening four bottles of Claret isn’t such 
a stretch. There is no doubt that a double magnum looks infinitely cooler … and then we have the jeroboams, five 
delicious litres of wine in one. They would also make exceptional presents.

Don’t delay in ordering as stocks are limited and this offer closes on 31st October. All wines will be delivered in 
November, in good time for the Christmas holidays. To order, please call us on 01353 721 999 or contact your usual 
salesperson.

Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW
October 2014

Premières Côtes de Bordeaux

Château Carignan Prima  2006 Bottles 12 per case £222.00 £199.80 (£16.65)
 2006 Magnums 6 per case n/a £210.00 (£35.00)
  2006  Double Magnum 1 per case n/a £78.00 (£78.00)
We have been working with Château Carignan for more years than we care to admit, with both their regular cuvée 
and their prestige wine: Carignan Prima. The brainchild of Louis Mitjavile, son of François of Tertre Roteboeuf fame, it is 
made from 100% Merlot, which probably gives you a hint of what is in the bottle – a stunningly perfumed wine, rich and 
sappy with a lovely bite of tannin and acidity, this is drinking beautifully now but will also keep and continue to improve; 
well worth salting away for now and the next few years.

Prices are quoted per case, Duty Paid and including VAT and the wines will be shipped for delivery in November 2014. 
Delivery is FREE for all orders of 24 bottles or more, delivered together, within mainland England and Wales and all 
other deliveries within this area will be charged at £14.50 inc VAT. Please call us for delivery quotes to Scotland and 

other non-Mainland destinations. Private Cellar’s terms and conditions apply and this offer is valid
until 31st October 2014 or whilst stocks last. E&OE.

 List Price Offer Price Equiv. price
 per case  per case per bottle
 inc VAT inc VAT inc VAT



Saint Emilion

Château Moulin du Cadet 2010 Bottles 12 per case n/a £318.00 (£26.50)
Grand Cru Classé
One of the first properties in Saint Emilion to become fully biodynamic, the wines of Moulin du Cadet are always 
incredibly intense and rich. Made by Alain Moueix, this has fabulous perfume and depth allied with fine, supple tannins 
and racy fruit. Poised and very classy, this is approachable when young but ideally could do with a couple more years to 
mature. Proper Saint Emilion, not to be missed.

Château Tour Baladoz 2005 Bottles 6 per case £184.50 £166.00 (£27.67)
Grand Cru 2005 Jeroboam 1 per case n/a £198.00 (£198.00)
Saint Laurent des Combes, on the eastern side of Saint Emilion, has amazing layers of limestone bedrock under very 
poor topsoil, making the vines work hard for their nourishment and giving wonderful minerality to the resulting wines. 
Tour Baladoz, like many of the properties in the area, is riddled with underground caves and tunnels which were key to 
keeping the vines fresh in the hot 2005 vintage. Rich, plummy, supple, and perfumed, this is stunning now with the ability 
to evolve further, particularly in jeroboam.

Château Tour Baladoz 2008 Bottles 6 per case £133.80 £120.42 (£20.07)
Grand Cru 2008 Magnums 6 per case £270.00 £243.00 (£40.50)
 2008 Double Magnum 1 per case n/a £99.00 (£99.00)

The 2008 vintage is without doubt the go-to vintage for proper claret which is drinking well now and which is very 
competitively priced thanks to a sluggish global market at the time of its release – a perfect combination for claret 
lovers. Château Tour Baladoz’s 2008 is rich and plummy yet fresh at the same time, with the spice of new oak behind, 
warm and juicy, a wine which makes you smile.

Château Laroze 2009 Bottles 12 per case n/a £396.00 (£33.00)
Grand Cru Classé
Owned by the Meslin family for over a century, Château Laroze is on the western approach to Saint Emilion with 
vineyards on the limestone escarpments leading up to the twin Beauséjour 1er Grand Cru Classés. Being in the same 
hands for such a long period could have led to complacency and atrophy, but not here, where Guy Meslin, has made it 
his business to keep up to date, fully renovating the vineyards and cellars in the 1990s. The Merlot-dominated wines 
(with 25% Cabernet Franc and 5% Cabernet Sauvignon) are always rich, densely layered and perfumed and the 2009 has 
all of this and more: spiced and almost exotic yet with a lovely zip of freshness. Approachable now, it is all the stuffing 
to continue maturing – but it is so delicious that it may not be kept for as long as it perhaps deserves.

Château La Serre 2010 Bottles 12 per case n/a £474.00 (£39.50)
Grand Cru Classé
On the south eastern side of Saint Emilion, with the vineyards facing full south, La Serre (80% Merlot, 20% Cabernet 
Franc) always has a streak of lusciousness to it in every vintage – part fruit, part spicy oak – which never fails to impress 
both at primeur tastings and, more importantly, once it is in bottle.  The 2010 has been through a bit of a sullen period 
and is now beginning to open up and show delicious plummy, spiced fruit, rich and intense with fine tannins behind, 
approachable now but even more delicious in a few years’ time.

Pomerol

Château Plince 2010 Bottles  12 per case £419.40 £375.00 (£31.25)
Pomerol has an amazingly wide variety of soils for such a small appellation, which have a huge impact on the finished 
wines. The top ones all come from the plateau, which implies vineyards in the clouds but in reality it is only a few 
metres higher than the rest of the area. Its defining feature, however, is the blue clay subsoil, known as the crasse de fer, 
which gives the power and minerality to the top wines. Around the plateau are deep gravel beds, left by the retreating 
glaciers, which give a fresher,  more feminine touch to the wines, and then further out again are sand-rich soils which 
give a more ethereal note. Plince, close to Libourne, is on a mix of gravel and sand with some clay beneath – the best of 
all worlds, giving a deeply coloured, richly perfumed, dense wine that is just starting to drink now.

 List Price Offer Price Equiv. price
 per case  per case per bottle
 inc VAT inc VAT inc VAT

To order, please call us on 01353 721 999



Pomerol continued...

Château Moulinet Lasserre 2009 Bottles 12 per case £429.00 £386.00 (£32.17)
 2009 Magnums 6 per case £432.00 £386.00 (£64.33)
Pomerol – the sine qua non of Bordeaux. With such tiny vineyard plots, rather like Burgundy the challenge here is trying 
to get enough of the wine. Moulinet Lasserre is the alter ego of Clos René, in the northern part of the appellation, and 
we were very excited to be offered a small parcel of bottles and magnums from the stunning 2009 vintage. Rich, sappy 
and tarry, spiced and elegant, this is just sublime, and classic Pomerol to boot. 

Haut-Médoc
  
Château Bernadotte 2005 Bottles 12 per case n/a £198.00 (£16.50)
Situated just to the west of Pauillac, Château Bernadotte had always made respectable wines, but once it was bought 
by Château Pichon Lalande in 1997, the quality moved significantly upward, as you would expect when a cru bourgeois 
starts to be made by a cru classé team in cellars updated to their standards. The 2005 vintage is legendary, and for 
good reason – perfect weather culminated in a healthy, abundant harvest resulting in wines of huge concentration and 
ripeness. Tarry, tight red fruit on the nose with a hint of spice, fine ripe tannins with lovely firm fruit on the palate, this 
is still incredibly youthful yet drinking beautifully too. Extraordinarily good value.

Château Cap de Haut  2009 Bottles 12 per case £239.40 £210.00 (£17.50)
Owned by the hugely charismatic and incredibly energetic Pierre Gilles and Marie Hélène Gromand d’Evry, Cap de 
Haut ticks all the right boxes for an Haut Médoc, and we were very speedy to snap up the last parcel of 2009. Cedary, 
spiced, with hints of pencil lead and tar, this is drinking beautifully now but with the wherewithal to improve over the 
next three to five years. Proper claret without the price tag.

Château Charmail 2006 Bottles 12 per case £263.40 £235.00 (£19.58)
Possibly one of the best known cru bourgeois, Château Charmail is, in essence, a knock-off Saint Estèphe, being just 
outside the commune boundaries but on similar soils and with an identical climate. Rich, supple and mineral, with hints 
of leather and spice and notes of cigar box and black fruits behind this is gloriously ready to drink now. 

  

Saint Estèphe

Château Capbern Gasqueton 2008 Bottles 6 per case n/a £112.80 (£18.80)
Owned by Château Calon Ségur and made entirely by the same team with the same care and attention, Capbern is a 
wine for those in the know, particularly in this vintage. Capbern’s 2008 is stunning and has a gorgeously plummy nose 
with a hint of underbrush and some eastern spice, it is rich and ripe on the palate, velvety and sweet with a fabulously 
long finish. Quintessential Saint Estèphe, quintessential claret – this wine punches way above its weight.

Margaux

Château Haut Breton Larigaudière 2009 Bottles 6 per case £177.00 £159.30 (£26.55)
 2009 Magnums 6 per case £360.00 £324.00 (£54.00)
 2009 Double Magnum 1 per case £175.00 £157.50 (£157.50)
 2009  Jeroboam 1 per case n/a £204.00 (£204.00)
We have been waiting somewhat impatiently for the 2009s to become more approachable. When we first tasted them, 
it seemed impossible that they would shut down, such was their juicy, plump ripe fruit but needless to say, they went 
through a taciturn phase and only now are they starting to open up again, with more classic claret flavours – cedar, cigar 
box, plummy red and black fruits – and the Haut Breton has combined all of that with a high degree of Margaux poise 
too which makes it a truly senior glass of wine – and in these larger bottles, it is a true steal.

 List Price Offer Price Equiv. price
 per case  per case per bottle
 inc VAT inc VAT inc VAT

Prices are quoted per case, Duty Paid and including VAT and the wines will be shipped for delivery in November 2014. 
Delivery is FREE for all orders of 24 bottles or more, delivered together, within mainland England and Wales and all 
other deliveries within this area will be charged at £14.50 inc VAT. Please call us for delivery quotes to Scotland and 

other non-Mainland destinations. Private Cellar’s terms and conditions apply and this offer is valid
until 31st October 2014 or whilst stocks last. E&OE.

To order, please call us on 01353 721 999


